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This will help you know more about your 

market and Clients. You will create 

interactions that are both meaningful and 

valuable. Rhino Bank is built on Microsoft’s 

Banking Accelerator for the Common Data 

Model that will help you classify your 

transactional data to identify Client wants, 

needs, preferences, and priorities to meet 

their financial goals.

You will be able to orchestrate customer 

journeys based on prospect preferences 

and needs.  Regardless of a push or pull 

strategy, you will create seamless 

experiences that increase lead generation 

to attract the right prospect and Client 

satisfaction. You will engage with the right 

message at the right channel.  

Design with Industry Best practices, this 

powerful Workflow & rules engine, includes 

build in turnkey solutions to choose from 

based on your business priority needs. 

Examples of these already built as Apps 

are   Digital On-Boarding, Loan Origination, 

Collections, Credit Scoring, Advisory 

services among others. 

The solution will gather all the information 

from your data, channels client’s activity 

and business process Apps. Machine 

learning connected to the Microsoft 

Banking accelerator for the Common Data 

Model will feed  the information to Pre-

configured prescriptive models to uncover 

cross selling opportunities and Customer 

Churn

We will help financial institutions  uncover the best next conversation or best next action with Clients.  Rhino Bank will 

identify the right opportunities to focus on.

Rhino Systems a Microsoft Gold ISV partner that specializes in Financial services Industry with cloud 

solutions build on D365, the Power Platform and Azure. For more than 10 years we have helped 

financial institutions  leverage technology to re-engineer their business process, create intelligent 

systems and improve their employee’s productivity.

ABOUT RHINO SYSTEMS

www.rhino.systems

info@rhino.systems

Rhino Bank

Rhino Bank is an end to end solution that will streamline your Client’s  interactions and will increase client's knowledge to  

deliver a memorable customer experience.  Built on Microsoft’s common data model Banking accelerator, developed on 

Dynamics 365, Microsoft Power Platform and Azure.


